























































































































































































































































































































































（Table 2, 3, 4）。










住みたくない 13 8 21
滞在･訪問 12 3 15
住みたい 9 7 16












住みたくない 17 2 2 21
滞在･訪問 13 2 0 15
住みたい 12 1 2 15












住みたくない 6 3 12 21
滞在･訪問 8 6 1 15
住みたい 5 5 6 16
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【Abstract】
This study draws conclusions from the semi-structured Post Drawing Interview（PDI）
research for projective drawing techniques：Egg Drawing and Cave Drawing Technique. A 
survey on 60 University students was conducted using a trial production PDI with 7 
questions on the Egg Drawing Techniques and 11 questions on the Cave Drawing 
Techniques. As a result of this study, it was indicated that while participants generally felt 
close to the image of the egg drawing, the cave image was distant. In addition, the results of 
the PDI from the cave drawings suggested that there was a strong correlation between the 
size of the cave and how pleasant or comfortable it felt to the individual. The larger the cave, 
the more hesitancy existed for an individual to see the cave as a viable dwelling. Developing 
this trial PDI allowed researchers to read the drawing as a story, with greater possibilities 
for applications in clinical psychological practices..
keywords :  egg drawing technique, cave drawing technique，semi-structured interview，
Post Drawing Interview（PDI），projective drawing technique
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